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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/30/2023

Description Forest River Aurora travel trailer 28FDS highlights: Rear Private Bedroom Booth
Dinette Kitchen Island Two Awnings Pass-Through Storage This travel trailer has
plenty of space for you to move about! The fully equipped kitchen includes an
island to prep and cook meals, plus there is a bar area for entertaining. Your crew
can get comfortable on the front 68" sofa with end tables on either side, the 60"
theater seating or play a game at the booth dinette. There is also an
entertainment center with a LED TV for movie night with an optional fireplace
below, or you might head outdoors to relax under the 10' or 12' awning. When it's
time to call it a night, head to the rear private bedroom that includes a 60" x 74"
queen bed with wardrobes on either side, plus a closet that is prepped for a
washer and dryer. You also have a full bathroom with a 36" x 30" shower to
freshen up in after a fun day at the beach! Comfortability, usability, and quality is
what you will find in each one of these Forest River Aurora travel trailers, toy
haulers or destination trailers! They are designed with a superior build and packed
full with industry leading, functional, and distinctive standard features. SolidStep
entrance steps and a Safe-T rail door assist on main entry door to help you safely
enter and exit the unit. The diamond plate rock guard will protect your unit from
road debris and the nitrogen filled radial tires , which keep their pressure longer,
offer better fuel economy. You will also find upgraded JBL Elite exterior speakers
outside, an electric awning with multicolor lights and remote , plus flush mount
baggage doors for easy packing. The interiors are beautifully designed with a
deep undermount farm style sink, stainless steel appliances , and linoleum
flooring throughout which will be easy to clean. Come find your favorite model
today!
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2024 Forest River Aurora 28FDS $36,504
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 102-T74450
VIN Number: 5ZT2ARTB8RX029790
Condition: New
Length: 36
GVW: 8063
Sleeps: 6

Item address , West Seneca, New York, United States
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